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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been a number of investigators who have noted superior 
resistance to extinction of a runway locomotion response by rats which 
were trained under partial reinforcement schedules as compared with 
rats trained under continuous reinforcement schedules (e.g., Logan, 
Beier & Kincaid, 1956; Weinstock, 1954; Badia, 1965; McCoy & Marx, 
1965; Black & Spence, 1965). This phenomenon, the partial reinforce­
ment effect in extinction (PREE), has received a great deal of atten­
tion from the theoretical viewpoints of Amsel (1958), Spence (1960), 
and Capaldi (1967). The Amsel-Spence Frustration Theory maintains 
that an emotional response, prilllary frustration {Rr), is produced in 
the goalbox (GB) on nonrewarded trials following rewarded trials. 
Conditionable components, rr, of Rf are classically conditioned to 
GB cues present when Rf occurs, and through stimulus generalization 
and higher-orde_r conditioning begin to occur in the runway leading to
GB. Consequent contiguous occurrence of rr cues (sr) and locomotor 
responding (R1) produces sr➔R1 association, which accounts for PREE. 
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Acco,rdingly, some cri ti.cal m11..r1b0r of prior rmmrded trials is required 
before nonreward leads to PIIBE. 
Outside of some difference in termi.nology, a major effective differ­
ence ·between the Jilllsel-Sponce theory and the Stimulus Aftereffects theory 
(Capaldi, 1967) of PRfi:E is the assumption in the latter theory of direct 
association established between cues of nonre\-.'ard in the GB and R1 on 
the following reinforced trial. Thus by the Aftereffects theory sn➔Ri 
association (and thus PP.EE) may be estnblished with a mini.raum of two 
trials - one nonrewarded trlal follo\red by one 1�ewarded · tria:l. 
Recently PREE has been observed following a very short acquisition 
series. McCain, Love and Gruer (1962) and McCain, Reed and McCor.ne.ck 
(1963) reported PREE while employing only three acquisition trlals. In 
both cnses the authors interpreted their resuli;s e.s contrary to the 
predictions of the /tms8l�-Spence Frustration theory. Even more recently, 
HcCain, in a s.erios of investigations, all of which employed a very short 
acquisition series (typically, three or four trials), fou.iid PREE in all 
cases (McCain, 1965a;. 1965b; 1965c; 1966). 
The · typicnl reviard technique employed by HcCain has been to allow 
the nnilnal to eat for JO sec. before being removed from the GB. Brown 
(1961) indicated that interference with consu-mmatory responding (thwart­
ing) may be an antecedent to frustration. In the present context 
thwarting is defined as the removal of the§ from the GB after a fixed 
amount of time. and before§ has c9mpleted the consu;mnatory response.-
In u recent study involving extensive acquisition training (Patten, 1967), 
it was sho,m that tho fixed..:t:i.me reward technique ( th�mrting) led tG an 
early-trial decrement in exti:-iction responding. In McCain's typical 
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situation, partial reinforcement (PRF) .§s receive only half as many 
thwarts as continuous reinforcement (CRF) .§s. Thus it is possible that 
the PREE observed in the McCain, et al. studies may be due, in part,. to 
the differential nl.llllber of thwarts administered to CRF and PRF groups. 
The present experiment, involving four acquisition trials and nine 
extinction trials, was designed to investigate the influence of reward 
technique in an experimental context which systematically examined the 
effects of thwarting and nonthwarting reward techniques. 
Subiects 
-4-
Chapter II 
METHOD 
The �s were 80 naive, female Long-Evans hooded rats between 
100-110 days old at the beginning of the experiment. They were
housed in individual living cages with ad lib water. 
Apparatus 
The apparatus was patterned after that of McCain et nl. (1962). 
It connistcd of a straight-alley, closed wooden maze w:!. th a fixed 
stsrt box (SB) and a fixed 1-shnped GB which turned to the rieht. 
The entire maze was painted medium grey and was covered with a¾ in. 
plexiglas top hinged for opening. Inside measurements of the maze 
were 5½ in. high by 3-} in. wide, with a SB 8 in. long, a 38 in� run­
way, and an L-shaped GB 12 in. long by 7½ in. across the foot of the 
L. There were two clear plexiglas-guillotjno doors, one separating
the SB frcm the rtm.way and the other separating the runway from the 
GB. The apparatus was located in a darkened room of dimensions 
7 ft. x 9 ft. with a ceiling height of 7l ft.· Lighting in the experi­
mental room consisted of two 400 watt fluorescent tubes 48 in. long 
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placed 37 in. above the runway •. Both fluorescent tubes were covered 
with a layer of thin, black muslin.and provided a dim, diffused 
illumination. -�• s movements were· shielded from §' s vision by a black 
cloth partition w�ich extended the length of the maze and reached from 
the apparatus table to a point level -with the fluorescent light 
fixtures. 
The apparatus provided two measures of locomotor performance in 
the runway. A Hunter Electron�c Klockcounter was started by the 
interruption of a photocell located 1½ in. from the SB door.- The 
interruption of a second photocell, located 7½ in. from the SB door, 
stopped the timer (yielding a start latency) and simultaneously acti­
vated a second timer. The second timer stopped when§ interrupted a 
third photocell, located inside GB 1½ in. from GB door (yielding a 
running latency)�. The food cup, a glass Petri dish, was placed in 
the foot of the L so that it could not be seen until§ had entered 
GB. 
Experimental Design 
The experimental design included 2 levels of% reinforcement 
(100% and 50%) and 2 levels of reward technique (free-time and thwarted). 
The overall e:>..1Jeriment consisted of 4 replications wi_th 16 §s in each 
replication. Within.each replication there were 4 groups (as des­
cribed above) -with N = 4 in each group. 
In addition, a fifth experimental group, N = 4, was run in eac� 
replication of the factorial experiment described above. This group· 
was a 0% Control group which was never reinforced, but otherwise, was 
subjected to the identical procedure of the other 4· groups. The per-
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formance of this group was compared to that of the Thwarted Partial 
group described in the factorial experiment above. 
Previpus investigations employing a 0% Control group have yielded 
mixed results. McCain (1965c) and Surridge,_ Rashotte; and Amsel (�967) 
reported that rewarded_groups showed faster running in extinction �han 
a 0% Control group. However, Miller (1967) found no difference "in 
extinction performance betwe�n a Thwarted Partial group and a 0% Control 
group and concluded that reinforcement did not effect the "extinction" 
performance of the Thwarted Partial group. The 0% Control group of 
the_present experiment was compared to that of the Thwarted Partial 
Group in order to clarify the extinction effects of acquisition re­
Yard .-
Habituation 
On Days 1-6 §s were maintained on a 23 hr. food deprivation 
schedule. On Days 1-4, §s were handled daily by� in squads of 5, 
each squad being on the handling table for 15 min. During the one 
hour required for handling, Purina lab pellets were available in the 
home cages, and wet mash "Was available on the handling table� On Days 
5-6, §s "Were handled in squads of 10, each squad being on the handling
table for one hour. During the hour wet mash was available on the 
handling table. On Days 7-11, §s \./'ere continued on the deprivation 
schedule and were allo'Wed to explore the test apparatus for 10 min. 
daily in groups of three. The clocks, photocells and relays were 
in operation during the exploration periods. Five points were arbitrari­
ly designate� in the maze, and on each of the 5 days of exploration, 
an individual§ was placed in the maze at a different point, the 
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order of points being randomly chosen. Point #1 was in the GB and 
points #2,3 and 4 were three equal segments of the runway. Point 
#5 was in _the SB with the guillotine door closed. The door was open­
ed as soon as§ faced it. This was done to accustom§ to the door 
movements. Fifteen minutes after exploration, §s were fed wet mash 
for 1 hr. in their home cages. On Day 12, §s were fed wet mash for 
20 min. approx:iJnately 24 hr. before they were to be run. 
Exper:iJnental Procedure 
The §s were brought in squads of 5 (one§ from_each experimental 
group) into the experimental ro�m in carrying cages and placed such 
that.§s were not able to observe � 1 s movements. A training trial was 
initiated by placing§ into the SB. A min:iJnu.� of 2 sec. after§ was 
placed in SB, the door was raised as soon as§ faced it. When§ 
passed the first photocell, _clock #1 was activated. When the second 
photocell was broken, clock #1 was stopped and clock #2 was activated. 
When§ broke the third photocell, clock #2 was stopped.and the GB door 
was closed by�-
Acquisition 
All §s received 4 acquisition trials on Day 13. The order in 
which treatment combinations were administered was randomly chosen 
before each daily experimen�al session. 
Two groups of §s were run under the Thwarted Condition, which 
involved removing§ from the GB after 30 sec. One thwarted group was 
run under continuous reinforcement (CT) and the other was run under 
partial rein�orcement (PT). Two additional groups were run under the 
Free-time reward procedure yoked; S to§ and trial by trial, on magni-
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tude of the rew3rd consu2;1sd per t:dal by .§s in Groups CT and P'r. 
These latter two groups arc dosignat1Jd respect1vely es Groups CF and 
PF. Group_N .§s received 4 nonrelnforced triuls and rcmnined in the 
GB for 30 sec. per tr:1.al. 
The empty food dish was present in tho GB on all nonrewnrded 
trials. The intertrial interval was approx.:l.matcly 90 sec. Partially 
reinforced .§s ( Groups PT and PF) rocei ved n mum ooquence of rew'arded 
and nonrewnrded rummy trials. 
Exttnctfon 
On Day 1.3, immediately following acquisition trials, .§s were 
given 9 extinction trials. The intertriol interval \ms cpproxirnatoly 
90 sec. The only change in procedure from the Acqubition stnce wus 
that .§s were allowed to remain in the GB for 20 sec. Any.§ not 
reaching the GB in 45 soc. was guided there by hand. 
-9-
Chapter III 
RESULTS 
Acquisition 
The initial design for this experiment called for four acquisition 
trials followed by nine extinction trinls. The first extinction trial 
(trial 0) reflects terminal acquisition performance attained by tho ex­
perimental groups, and as such, was inclurlcd in o.11 statistical analyses 
as a final acquisition trial. 
Prio� to _any statistical evalun.tion 11 constant of 1 was ndded to
each animal's latency on n given trial nn1 the ro�ml ting data were trans­
formed into logs. The constant 1 was utilizer'! to exclude the possibility 
of negative logs. These datn are presented. in Appenc1ix B. 
All analyses of variance performed on the data of the present ex­
periment involved the following pooling proceclure:.nll repHcation 
factors and interacti.ons with replications were considered to be rc.mlm,1 
sources of variance and were thus pooled with tho appropriate within­
group SU.i'l of squar'3s to fonn the expc1•iJrrental error term. 
Combineo Rti.nnine Lgt<3� 
Mean trnnsformerl combin2d running lutencies nro presented in the 
left panel of Fig. 1. Inspection of Fig. 1 indicate·a thut CRF croups 
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gen�rally showed faster combined latoacfos than PRF g:rouµ�:. 'l'he results 
of a mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, Table I) supported this ob­
servation: a significant Percent x Trials interaction was obtained, F(/+, 
224)=3.03; P<-05. Analysis of simple effects revealed a significant 
Trials effect for CRF .§.s, F(4,224)=6.15; p( .01. Subsequent Newman-Keuls 
analysis indlcated that combined running latencies on Trlal O uere faster 
than on the preceeding four trials, latencies on Trial 4 were faster than 
on the preceeding three trials, and latencies over the first three trials 
did not differ reliably. Analysis of simple effects further revealed a 
significant Trials effect for PHF .§s, F(4,224)=?.67; p(.01. Newman-Keuls 
analysis indicated that latencies on Trials 3 and 5 \.Tore significantly 
faster than latencies on Trials 1,2 or 4 while latencies on Trials 2 and 
4 were significantly slower thnn on the initial ucquisition trial. 
In addition� the results revealed a sienificant Percent x Technique 
interaction, r(1,76)=4.48; p<.05. Analysis of simple effects revealed 
that the CRF §s ran faster than the PHF .§s under the Fixed-tiJne condition, 
F(1,76)=16.58; p(.01 1 while the PRF and CRF .§s did not differ reliably 
under the Free-time·condition.(p1 .05)� 
Start Latency 
Mean transformed start latencies over the five acquisition trials 
are presented in the. upper-•left panel of Fig. 2. 
The performance of the four experimental groups was compared in a 
mixed analysis of variance. The results of this analysis (Appendix. 11., 
Table II) indicated n significant Percent x Trinls int�raction, F(4,224)= 
4.26; p<.01. Analysis of simple effects revealed a significant Trials 
effect for Cill' §s, F(4,224)=/+·•sL�; p {.01. Subsequent He;,7,1an-Keuls 
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analysia indicated thnt start latencies on Triv.l 4 were significantly 
faster.than on Trials 1, 2, .3 or 5, latencies on Trial 5 were faster 
than on Trials 2 or .3, and latencies over the first three trials did not 
differ reliably. Analynis of simple effects further revealed n signifi­
cant Trials effect for Pill' .§s, F(l;,,224)==5.52; p<.01. Ue1.II!lan-Keuls analy­
sis indicated that latencies on Trial 4 were slower than on Trials 1, 2 
or O and that latencies on Trfol .3 were faster than on the initial acqui­
sition trial. 
Running Latency 
Mean transformed running latencies over the five acquisition trlals 
are presented in the lower-left panel of Fig. 2. 
A mixed analysis of variance comparing the four e:>.l)erincnte.1 groups 
(Appendix A, Table III) yielded a significant Trials effect, F(/+, 224)= 
4.42; p(.01. Subsequent Ne,-1man-Keuls analysis revealed that groups ran 
�aster on Trial O than Trial 2. 
The results of further analysj_n revealed a significant Percent x 
Teclmiquo interaction·, F( 1, 76)=5 ,46; P<-05. Stat1.s�i;ical evaluation of
simple effects indicated that CRF ,§s ran faster than PHF §s uuder the 
Fixed-time condition, F(1,76)=12.08; p(.01, while PR.F and CRF _§s did not 
differ reliably under the Free-time cond:l.tion (p).05). 
Inspection of Fig. 2 also indicated a possible Percent x Technique 
x Trials interaction. However, statistical i.malysis did not support 
this observation: ul though ap.proaching significance, this interaction 
failed to reach significance at the .05 level, F(4,224)=2.05; P<•10. 
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Comparisons of Group PT with the Nonrewar<lcd Control Group 
f.ombincd Running "Ln tency:
Mean transformed combined running lstencies for Group PT and Group 
N over the five acquisition trinls ere presented in Fig. J.
The results of a mixed analysis of varirmce (Appendix A, Table IV) 
yielded a significant Groups x Trials interection, F(4,120):::5.65; p<.01. 
Statistical evaluation_of si.mple effects revealed that while the groups 
did not differ sienificnntly on '!'rial 1 (p )-05), Group PT shO\md faster 
combined running latencies than Group N on Acquisition trials 2, 3 and 
0 (p(.01) and on Trial 4 (p(.05). 
Start Latency 
Mean transformed start latencies for Group PT and Group N are pre­
sented in the upper panel of Fig. 4. 
The results of a mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, 'fable V) 
comparing the performance of Group PT end Group N over tho fi vo acqui­
sition trials revealed no significant differences (p).05). 
Running Latency 
Mean transformed running latencies for Group PT and Group N are 
presented in the lower panel of Fig. 4. Inspection of Fig. 4 indicated 
Group PT showing faster ru.rming latencies than Group H on all but the 
initial acquisition trial. Statisticnl evaluation supported this ob­
servation: the results of a mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, 
Table VI) revealed a significant Groups x Trials j_nteraction, li'(4, 120)= 
4.30; P<•01. Analysis of simple effects revealed that while the Groups 
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did not differ significantly on Trinl 1 (p).C5), Group PT sh:i·.,cd f!,t;tcr 
running latencies than Group N on Acquisition tridn 2, .3, '• ond O (p(.01). 
In summary: the significant Trials effect in ru.'1nine lntcncy, shorter 
startine and runnine lutcncics of C:{F owr l'ftl•' .§s, nnd the r.hortcr runninc 
latency of PT over nonrm:ardcd Control f2:; indicdc o r,ipdficnnt effect 
of a.cquisi tion reward in the fi vc trdninc triub of tho pron on t nt1:rly. 
This oarly-trinl effect of ocquisi tion rott,:rd \.:cw r1or,t dcfini tc in re­
sponding near the GB • .  Also, four rci!t1rds (Clti•') led t-J fust-Jr locc::1otion 
than did two rewards (Pill'). 
T he Percent x Technique intcrc:ction in ru."1ninr: lntcncy indice.tcs on 
effect of re\.!ard technique on loco�;oticn rccp::mclin[; near the GD. 
E:{'rn;cnw 
Prior to any statistical evaluntion of the c]n.tu, the lntcncy r.�(:nr.ure::; 
were transformed es follo:/S: e�ch c,n1I::::il's r.:c�,n lntcncy for o b]ocl-: of 
trials wc1s obtained, the blocks bcir.g Trinls ?.-J, 4-5, 6-7 E!nd 8-9. A 
constant of 1 was added to each onfr:al I s r::crin latency (?,:) for cc:ch block, 
and the resulting figures \,ere trans.!:'orr-;sd into locs. The con�;t,,rit 1 
was utilized to exclude the possibility of nc[;r:tivc 1c,,:�;. 'i'ht;r,•: c::t� c�!-(! 
presented in Appendix C. 
Since the final acquisition pc:-fo:t.!.!:1co lcvclr: of ti:c four r::-:peri­
oental groups differed, it ,:us ncccfr,:1:-;; b c::plo:, n ratr;;-o!'-c:dinction 
statistic. For each.§ the lor, (:-:-+1) for c;:;ch of the trinl bloc}::-:, us 
described above, \.la::; expressed as a propo:-tio:1 of f!'s finnl n::qubition 
respom;e le•;el. Tbis \.:Ur. c::.ccc:::�lh!icd h:,· c:::�lcyi:1: the follo·-·i:;[: trr1:-.:-:-
-18-
formation (,tndar�on, 1963, }'q" · · 4)• .1:1 ·.:.:i.or1 : 
f(n) == 
. H(x�) - H(n.)_ , 
H(�.-..,) h( 1) 
where R(n) is the rcr:ponnc on extinction trinl n, H(1) i�; the rc:;p:m::;e 
on extinction trial 1, und n{00) ir: the kr:::innl extinction rc�j)�m::o level. 
Perfor;nance on acqubition trinl O \.:es cho:,cn on tho c:,ti:·.t1tc of 
terminal acquisition rcspo:u;c level. h vnluc of 1.66?.8 ,ms tl.� cntk:itc: 
used for H(::o) in the analysis. ThlB vnluc rcprur(;ntr. the lo[� (/,5scc + 1) 
which was the score o.:rnicncd to § if /} 5 or r,,o:cc f;Cconc1:J were rcqHirod ta 
break the final photobc811 in the ru;nmy. 
Co:nbined Runnin_r: lcd,cncv 
Hean proportional cxtinct:ton r:;cores urc prc:;cn tecl in Fie. 1. 'l'lic 
results of a mixed unalyr:b of vcrinncc (Appr:r.r.1ix ,�, T11b]c VII) rcvcr,lcd: 
(1) a significant Trials effect, FU, 180)=-=7.28; p<.01; (2) Pllf' r:roup:;
showed eroutcr rosist�nce to extinction thr.n C:,�' r,roup:;, F(1,(/J)=17.99; 
p(.01. Subsequent llc\,';;lan-Kculs annlydc revu,lcd t!mt for nll r,roup::, 
combined running tir,e:.i on Block 1 \Jere r:;icr,ificcDtly fnater U1:.1n the 
times on the following th::-eo blocks of o.:-:tfoction tr fol�; ho�:c-.c:i·, the 
combined running lntcncicG over the finnl three blockn of trinl:; did not 
differ sirrnificantly fron one er.other (p).05). 
The results of the cnclysis failed to yield either o relfoblc 
Tech.11ique effect or a reli!:blc Tcc.!-.nique :r.: Percent intcrcct!c.:1 (p)-05). 
Mean proportion�l extinction cco�c� for the four a���ritc�t�l 
groups over the four block3 of �::tfr;cti-:r. trinl:: u:-o p:·-:::: 0 n!..rad :in 
-19-
tho upper-right panel of Fig. 2. 
Tho perforounce of the four e;.:pc:rir:wntal groups \/Els co�pared 
in a mixed an_nlysis of variance. Tho results of this analysis 
(Appendix A, Table VIII) revealed no signific[l.nt differences ar.iong 
the experi11ent3l groups (p1.05). 
Runnine Lateng.z 
Menn proportional extinction scores are presented in tho 10\ror­
right panel of ,Fig. 2. 
The rc:mlts of a mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, Tuble 
IX) revealed: (1) a sign1ficnnt.Trinls effect, F(3,1B0)=8.45; p�.01;
(2) PRF groups show�d greater resistnnce to extinction thnn CHF
groups, F( 1, 60)=17 .16; p(.01. Subncquent llmr:12.11-Kculs unnlysis
revealed that for nll groups, running latenc:l.es on Dlock 1 \.lore
significantly fester thnn the lntcn.cics on the following three
blocks of extinction trials; ho,;evor, tho running la tcncio n o•:E:r
. the final three blocks of trials did not differ signific[intly fror:1 
one another (p),05). 
Tho results of tho enalysiLJ fl:Hed to yield ci thcr n reliable 
Technique effect or a reliable Technique x Percent inte rcctfon (p).05). 
In summary: both the co:-;ibincd latency rn::�1surc o.nd th� ru.,nine 
latency measure revealed tb.t all groups t;}10·.1ed ereatcr lntenc:i.cs 
as extinction progressed, and further, that Pifr' groups nho1.;cd greater 
resistance to extinction than CRF groups, i.e., PREr;. 
Planned Conparisons Over First Extinction Trial Block 
Since the Patten (1967) du.b indicated tho pos:.ibility of ob-
-20-
taining a Technique off ect only in tho initial extinction trials, 
the need to analyze the first ti:o e:l:tinction trials separately ,ms 
anticipated. 
Combined Running L!ltenc:y: 
Hean proportional extinction scores ure presented in Fig. 5 
(bottom panel). 
The results of a mixed analysis of variunco (Appendix A, Tuble 
· X) revealed that PRF groups showed ereater rcsisbnco to extinction
than CRF groups, F(1,60)=8.J1; p<.01. The mo.in effect of Technique
as well as the Technique x Trials interaction wus not sienificant
(p>.05).
� La ten c.z
Mean proportional extinction scores are prescnt!!d in Fig. 5 
(top panel). 
The results of a mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, Tuble 
XI) over extinction Trials 2 and .3 (l•'irst Triul Bloct) revealed no
significant group differences (p)�05). 
Running Latency 
Mean proportionel extinction s:::orcs nre presented in Fig. 5 
(center panel). 
The results of a mixed analysis of variance (Appondix A, Tnble 
XII) revealed: ( 1) Pf& groups shoHed greater renistr.nce to extinction
thnn CRF groups, F(1,60)=12.01; p(.01; (?.) a sienificnr.t Tochniquo x 
Trials interaction, F(1,60)=4.14; P<-05. Inspccticn of Fie. 5 indi­
cated that this interaction reflected Frce-tlr:.e �s shmdng grcntor 
resistance to extinction tho.n Tln:r;rtcd .§s cnly on Extinction Trial 1, 
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whereas the two groups do not differ reliably on Extinction Trial 2. 
Statistical evaluati.on of siiaple effects supported this observation: 
a signifi�ant Technique effect was found for Tr:i.al 1, F(1,60)==7.86; 
p<.01, but not for 'rrial 2, F(1,60)=0.96; p).05. 
Sunm1arizi.ng the results of the comparisons over the first 
extinction trfol block, both the running latency and the combined 
rur ...ning latency measu.res revealed that PH1'' groups ran faster than 
CRF groups. The running latency measure also revealed that Free­
time fls ran faster than Thwarted .§s on the fii·st extinction ·trial. 
The start latency measure produced no reliable group differences 
(p >-05). 
· Comparison of Group P1' ui th the Nonrowarded Control Group
Since Group N §s were never rewarded, a rate-of-extinction
statistical comparison would have been inappropriate. Thus, all 
comparisons of Group PT and Group N utilized dafa in log form. 
Combined Runn1.nP.' Iate.ncv 
Mean log combined latencies nrc presented in Fig. J. Inspec-
tion of Fig. 3 indicated shorter latencies for Group PT .§s than for 
Group N .§s on the first and third trial blocks. Statistical analysis 
supported this observation: a mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, 
Table XIII) yielded a significant Groups x Trials interaction, F(J,90)= 
7 .JO; p(.01. A..'1alysis of simple effects revealed that Group PT .§s . 
had faster combined latencies than Group N §s on the first and third 
trial blocks while the two groups did not differ significantly on 
the second and fourth tr1al blocks. 
-23-
Start Lstenc;y: 
Mean log start latencies for Group PT c:ind Group N are presented 
in the upp_er-right panel of Fig. 4.
The results of a mixed nnnlysis of varfance (Appendix A 1 Table 
XIV) yielded a sienificant Group x Trials interaction, .F(31 390)=4.05;
p(.01. Statistical evaluation of simple effects revealed that Group 
PT .§s had faster stnrt latencios than Group N .§s only on the first 
block of extinction trials. 
Hunninp;_ Latency 
Hean log running latenctes ore presented in the lower-right 
panel of Fig. 4.
A mixed analysis of variance (Appendix A, Table XV) yielded a 
significant Groups x Trials interaction, F(J,90)=8.24; p(.01. Sub­
sequent analysis of simple effects revealed: (1) Group PT fl.s ran faster 
than Group N .§s on the first and third block::; of extinction trials; 
(2) no reliable group differences on the second block of trials; (3)
Group l� §s rat) faster than Group PT §s on the finnl block of extinc­
tion trials. 
Surm:mrizing the comparisons \dth the Control Group durint; extinc­
tion, the Groups x Trials interaction was a relinble finding for all 
three response r.1easures. In gene:rnl, Group PT §.s shoued shorter 
latencies than Group N _§s on the first and third extinction trial 
blocks while the two groups did not differ reliably on the second 
and fourth trial blocks. 
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Chapter IV 
DISCUSSION 
Tho obtaim:id findings of a significant effect on locomotion of acqui­
sition roua.rd in PRF .§o, and of a. significc.ntly larger rewaro effect in 
CRF .§s, constitutes n discrepancy with the frequent finding in the McCain 
studios (e.g., McCain, 1965c; Capaldi & Deutsch, 1967) of no acquisitfon 
difference between CRF und PRF fs; but is consistent with HcCnin et nl. 
(1962), HcCnin (1966), Surridge, Rushotte& knsel (1967), and with the 
recent finding by Padilla ( 1967) of a significant effect of reward Ii:agni­
tude differences over four training trials. 
The absence of a. significant acquisitfon effect of rewnrd differences 
in the McCain studies (e.g., McCain, 1965c)· has constituted one source of 
evidence against the plausibHity of a frustration theory analysis of the 
obtained PREE - insofar as a necessary condition for the occurrence of 
frustration on a nonrewarded trial is the prior occurrence of reward 
anticipation (rg) in the runway ler..a.ing to the GB. Thus, a frustration
analysis of the obtained PREE �a.y be possible. 
The finding of fnster locomotion near the GB by Fixed-time techniqua 
fs is not inconsistent \Tith the early-trial data obtained near the GB by 
Patten ( 1967); howe-ycr, the effect is dcfini tely rnore pronoUi."lced in the 
-25-
pre�cnt study. The Patten (196'7) data suggest that faster running by 
Fixed-tune .§sis a brief, trunsitory effect soon replaced by a decre­
mental effect. 
The finding of PREE after only four ncquisitlon trials constitutes 
n replication of the basic lfoCrdn et nl, (1962) datn. Either frustration 
theory (e.g., Am�ml, 1958) or the revised aftereffects theory (o.g., 
Capaldi, 1967), prof erred byl1cCnin, IiillY be upplied to this data. 
The decremental effect of the Fi:rncJ-time tochniquo appeared in only 
the initial e}.-tinction ·trial, suggesting that in the HcCnin situation 
(e.g�, McCain et al., 1962) CRF .§s run more slowly in c:-:tinction than 
PRF �s due, in part, to utilizntion of a fixcd-t5.uc ro-.:nrd technique 
that involves romoving � mmy from nvailnblo fooc'l. However, the rowarc'l 
technique effect by itself docs not suffice to account for tho obtained 
PREE: first, the reward tcchniqua extinction effec'.:. was short-lived; 
second, PREE '11.lS obtnincd unrler both free-tine t:md fixed-time reward 
techniques; third, McCain ( 1966, E;..-pcrinent 3) hns recently obtained 
the PREE using Noyes pellets and n free-tir:10 technique, 
Two major conclusions seem to be justified at this point: 
( 1 ) Reward technique hns beon dcrwnstra ted to be an important variu ble. 
In recent years there has been an inc1·case in the nu.;1ber of studies in­
vestigating the PREE using the fixed-ti."'.le technique (e.g., Cnpn.ldi, Hal't 
& Stanley, 1963; Black & Spence, 1965; Spence, Platt E.� Hatsurnato, 1965) 
under the assumption thc.1.t free-time an1 fixed-time irore equivalent 
techniques. Subsequent studies of acqu�sitlon nnd extinction effects 
should be designed with consideration of_ the acquisition nnd extinction 
effects of the rowa1·d technique c"�1ployer1. 
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(2) the- .PREE obtained by McCain et aJ.. (e.g., HcCnin ct nl., 1962; McCain,
1966) can be obtained ov0r and above tho rc.mrd technique extinction effect. 
The comparison of Group PT nnd Group N extinction pcrformn.ncc wns 
regnrdecl ns important in determining whether or not Group Pr extinction 
performance reflected effects of acquisition rewm•,  training, or, in 
cor.iparison ·with CRF �s, this lack of a training rc: .. :,·<l effect. In the 
latter cnso, comparison of CRF nnd PRF extt1.1etfon ,!D.tr:.s. would have been 
inappropriate. The obtained acquisition and extinction differences 
between Groups Pr and N support intreprotatfon of tho obtnined PilEE in . . 
terms of greater resistance to extinction exhibited by PRF fs. However, 
such differences hnve not ah:nys been obtl:lincd (e.g., Hiller, 1967). Thus, 
the data from stur1ios not inclul:l ng n 0% control group must be suspect 
on this account. 
It seems requisite to de,:elop a possible explano.tion of why the 
fixed-tine technique fncili tntes early-trinl acquisition responding, yet 
produces an early-trial decre;ncnt in extinction rospondinz: 
I. Assurae thnt the basic off cct of the fixed-tune technique is to
produce a decrement in locomotion toward the GB.
II. Assume thut, in §s just removed from e. non-empty fooo dish, food­
. and goal-approach tendencies are stronger thon in §s just re­
moved from nn empty food dish.
III. AssUL1e that the strength of these locomotor approach tendencies
declines with time:: a.way from the GB but rcr:1uins signifko.ntly
strong for at least 90 sec.
Derivotions: A. Stronger fixed-time technique fncilitation 
of ncquisition locc;::otion will be expecteo under conr-Jltions 
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of massed training (present sturly) than under spaced training 
(Patten, 1967 - employed an intertrial interval of 12-15 min.). 
B. A Tcehniquc x Percent interaction in the
acquisition perforn1ance of the present study, with n ltirger 
PRF vs. CRF difference under the fixed-time technique. 
A possible critic ism of the McCain ot al. results and the present 
results is that .§s undergo extensive pre-acquisition training� During 
thls training it is plausible that some association between� and food 
reward may be formed. In this event it would be possible for rg to
develop and mediate a.frustration response on initial nonrewnrded tl"ials. 
This possible source of error has been investigated by both McCain (1966) 
and Surridge, Rashotte & ft.msel (1967). Whereas the McCaj_n (1966) results 
indicated that PREE was still obtained when prq-experimenta.l handl:l.ng was 
controlled, the latter investigation found no PREE. However, the Surridge 
et al. (1967) _study also failed to find a PREE after only one NRNR sequence 
of trials which wns preceeded by a series of continuously rewarc'led trials. 
Subsequently, Bo,mn and licCain ( 1967) presented evidence which indi­
cated that the 25-J0 minute in.tertrj_al interval (ITI) and the 90 second 
extinction confine�11cnt time used by Surridee et al. ( 1967) accounted for 
their failure to find the PREE. Bowen and McCain (1967), employing a 
15 sec confinement and a 15 sec ITI did find the PREE. More recently, 
Capuldi and Deutsch (1967) also presented evidence that the 90 sec 
extinction confinement time cmployeo by Surridge et al. (1967) accounted 
for their failure to obta.in PREE. 
Although nssocintion of] with food rewnrcl wns controlled in the 
above th�·ee studies (i.e., Surridge et al.,· 1967; Bowen & McCain, 1967; 
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Capaldi & Deutsch, 1967), another variable which could.plausibly r:,ediate 
an early frustration response appnrently vas not controlled. The typical 
procedure of 1-lcCa_in et al. involves c:xposure to ,.;et mush during pre-train­
ing •. In most cnses, 1;hen wet mash was used, the feeding cup employed 
during pre-training was the same feeding cup used during acquisition. 1
When wet mash is twed McCain I s typical procedure requires u food dish to 
be present in the GB on all trials, empty on non-reinforced trials (e.g., 
McCain, 1965a). 'l'hus, on the initial nonrewarded trial when §. confronts 
the empty food dish, the possibility of a mediated frustration response 
has not been ruled out. In the present experiment definite signs of 
emotionality (e.g., biting food cup) were noticed on initial nonre\rarded 
trials. It appenrs thot future investigation will be required to clarify 
the effects produced by the presence of the e:r.ipty food dish on nonrein­
forced trials. 
It should also be noted that McCain et al. have found the PREE with 
a small number of trials using Uoyes pellets as rewnrd · (e .r;., Bowen &.. Hc­
Caln, 1967). The feeding cup from the alley was not used \lhcn Noyes 
pellets wero employed as rewa;d.2
McCain et al. have consistently maintained that tho occurrence of 
the PREE after n s:nall nll!:lbcr of acquisition trials is contrary to the 
predictions of the frustration hypothesis as presently formulated (i.e., 
Ams el, 1958; Spence, 1960) • However, the results of l-�cCsin et al. nnd 
the present results do seem compatible with the revised aftereffects 
1 Personal co�u.'1ica tio:i, Garvin lie Ca in, July, 1967.
2Ibid.
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hypothesis (i.e., C2.paldi, 1967) • According to th(! revis8d �ftereffects 
hypothesis, a single nonrewardod trial could quite plausibly produce some 
sort of af:tereffects which would br! present on the succeeding trial. 
Should the succcedfoe trial be reinforced, the basis for associating the 
aftereffect of nonreward with the running response would be forned. In 
short, a single NR transition could produce some associatfon between the 
aftereffects of nonreward and the running response. The present experiment, 
involving two rm transitions for PHF groups, is thus compatible with the 
aftereffects interpretation. 
In summary, although the results of the present investigEtion do 
not provide strong support for a frustration interpretation, tho results 
do appear to be more in agreement with a revised aftereffects interpre­
tation. Although the obtained PREE connot be entirely accounted for by 
reward technique, the effect of the fixed-time technique hns been demon­
strated to be an important variable in studios employing a short number 
of acquisition trials. 
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Chapter V 
StJ.iMARY 
McCain (1965a,b; 1966) reported a series of investigations concern­
ed with the partial reinforcement extinction effect (PREE) following a 
small number of acquisition trials. The typical reward technique em­
ployed by McCain h�s been to allow the animal to eat for 30 sec. before 
being removed from the GB. Brown (1961) indicated that interference 
with consummatory responding (thwarting) may be an antecedent to frustra­
tion. In the present context thwarting is defined as the removal of 2 
from the GB after a fixed amount of time and before§ has completed the 
comsmnmatory response. In a recent study involving extensive acquisi­
tion training (Patten, 1967), it was shown that the fixed-time reward 
technique (thwarting) led to an early-trial decrement in extinction 
responding. 
In McCain's typical situation partial reinforcement §s (PRF) re­
ceive only half as many ihwarts as continuous reinforcement 2s (CRF). 
The present experiment, involving four acquisition trials and nine ex-
1 . 
tinction trials, was
\
designed to investigate the influence of reward
technique in an experimental context vhich systematically examined the 
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effects of thvarting and nonthwarting reward techniques. 
Two'groups of .§s were run under a Thwarted condition, which involv­
ed removing.§ from the GB after 30 sec. One thwarted group was run 
under continuous reinforcement (CT) and the other was run under partial 
reinforcement (Pr). Tw additional groups were run under the Free-time 
revard procedure yoked,.§ to.§ and trial by trial, on magnitude or the 
reward consumed per trial by .§s in Group CT and PT. These latter two 
groups are designated as Groups CF and PF, respectively. A O'I, Control 
group (Group N) was also run. This latter group was never reinforced, 
but otherwise, was subjected to the identical procedure of the other 
four groups. 
The results indicated the following differences: 
(1) a significant Trials effect in running latenoy, shorter starting
and running latencies of CRF over PRF .§s, and shorter running latency 
of PT over nonrewarded Control 2s, indicating a significant effect of 
acquisition reward in the five training trials of the present study. 
(2}. a significant Percent x Technique interaction in acquisition run­
ning laten�y, indicating an effect of reward technique on locomotion 
responding near the GB, 
(3) in extinction, all groups showed greater latencies as.extinction
\ 
progressed, although PRF groups showed greater resistance to extinction
than CRF groups, i.e., PREE.
(4) Free-time .§s ran faster than thwarted .§s on the first extinction
trial, indicating an early-trial extinction decrement in responding 
due to thwarting in acquisition. 
(5) Group Pl' 2s showed faster running latencies than Group N .§sin
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extinction responding, further indicating that reinforcement does in­
fluence performance even with a small nu.'illXff of trials. 
These results were discussed in relation to the theoretical view­
points of Amsel (1958), Spence (1960), and Capnldi (1967). Although 
the present results are not contrnry to frustration theory (i.e., Amsel, 
1958; Spence, 1960), the results do seem somewhat more compntible with 
a revised aftereffects interpretation (i.e., Capaldi, 1967). 
-33-
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Table I Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of Log Transformed 
Combinen Running Latencies for Innivioual Acqtdsition Trials 
for Treatment Groups Differing in Re..:urd Hagniturc ann 
Rewara Technique. 
Source 
Between 
Percent(%) 
Technique (T) 
% x T 
Pooled Error 
Withjn 
Trials (D)
%xD 
T x D 
% X TX D 
PooJ en Error· 
or 
Tl 
1 
1 
1 
76. 
2/lO 
4 
4 
4 
4 
22/, 
J, F p 
.928J 13.26 · ( .01
.OOOJ 1.00 
.3135 4.48 < .05
.0700 
.2013 3.88 < .01 
.• 1573 3.03 < .05 
.0092 1.00 
.0531� 1.03 
.0519 
Table II Sur:unary Table of Analysis of Vnriance of Log Transformed 
S�art Latencies for Inr.ivic'lnal Acquisition Trials for Treatment 
Groups Differing in Reward Magnitu<le and Rewar0 Technique. 
Source 
Between 
Percent(%) 
Technique (T) 
% x T 
Pooled Error 
Wlthtn 
Trials (D) 
%xD 
TX D 
% X T x. D 
.Pooler. Error 
<lf 
Tl 
1 
1 
1 
76 
- 240
4
4 
4 
I., 
221.. 
ms F p 
.3964 7.61 < .05 
.0021 1.00 
.0448 1.00 
,0521 
.0108 1.00 
.1714 /h 26 
.0175 1.00 
.0082 1.00 
.0402 
Table III Sll!nmary Table of An4lysis of Variance of Log Transformed 
Running Latencies for IncUviaual Acquisition Trials for Treat­
ment Groups Differing in Reward Hagni turle and Reward Technique. 
Som:"CA 
Between 
Percent(%) 
Technique (T) 
% x T 
Pooled Error 
Within 
Trials (D)
%xD 
TX D 
% X T X D 
Poolerl Error 
nf 
151 
1 
1 
1 
76 
240 
4 
4 
4 
4 
22/k 
r.1S F p 
.3755 6.65 < .05 
.0023 1.00 
.3086 5.46 ( .05 
.0565 
.2161 4.42 � .01 
.0371 1.00 
.OJ16 1.00 
.1002 2.05 
.OM�9 
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Toblo IV Su:;,r:mry 'l'nblc or A:u1l7:ds or Vn:-1nncc of Loe 'l'rnngfo1�c� 
Cot1hincd Runnlnr, L:?tc:ic-!cs for ln-livlr.unl ;cqulsltlon •rrfob 
for Group PT nnc 0% Control Group. 
Sonr�e nr " },' p 
Betwenn .11 
Groups (G) , 2.0821 22.36 < .o,
Poolcn Error 30 .0931 
\.litMn 12� 
Trials (T) ,. .5J92 7.70 < .01 
G x T 4 .3953 5.65 < .01 
Pool Gil Error- 120 ,0700 
Table V .3in.,:nry To.blc of i,:rnlysin of Vnrioncc or Lor, Trnnnromcr1 
Stnrt Lntcncie� for lndivi�u�l hcqu1s1tion Trinln for 
Group PT onn 0� ContrCll Group. 
Som·co 
B€>t-..•Q"'l 
Groups (G) 
Pooler. Error 
With�□
Trinl� 
G X 'I' 
Poo 1 C'il 
(T) 
Error 
nf 
.11 , 
30 
pe ,. 
I. 
pn 
□� F p 
.2236 2.1.5 
.0911 
.0599 1 .25 
.1552 2.15 
,nn, 
Tohlo VI St::i':lriry Tnblc of ,�Ml:;::d n of Vnrinncc or L::-� '1'rnnsfor.:ier1 
Runninr, Lntcncic::; for !n�ivir11ml Acquisition Tri1sl::; for 
Group ?!" on� o:� Contr9l Gr�up. 
Sourr.c rlf c11 F p 
D(>t•..rcl'!□
Groups (G) , 2.;>?.60 23.16 < .01 
Poole� Error JO .0?27 
.�it�in 12� 
Trinls ('T) 4 .5411 6.Pa < .01 
G,: T ,. .J;8J l.30 < .01 
Poole-1 Er:--o .. 1;:,n 07'?7 
11 
.• 
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Table VII Summary Table of Analyds of Variance of Hean Log Transformea 
Co!llbined Running Latencies for Extinction Trial Blocks for 
Treatment Groups Differing in Reward :Magni tuce and Reward 
Technique. 
Source ar ms F p. 
Between fil 
Percent (%) 1 2. 1699 17.99 < .01 
Technique (T) 1 .3124 2.59 
%· X T: ,, 1 .0482 1.00 
Pooled Error 60 .1206
Within -12 
Trials (D) 3 .3452 7.28 < .01 
%xD 3 .0331 1.00 
T x D 3 .0459 1.00 
% X TX D 3 .0163 1.00 
Poo1ed Error 180 .01+71+ 
Table VIII Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of Mean Log Transformed 
Start Latencies for Extinction Trial Blocks for Treatm8nt 
Groups Differing in Rewara Magnitude ann Rewaro Technique. 
Source ar ms }' p 
Between 
Percent(%) 1 .2376 1.58 
Technique (T) 1 .2273 1.51 
%xT 1 .0231 1.00 
Pooled Error 60 
�Ji thin ·m
Trials (D) 3 .041.6 1.62 
%xD 3 .0118 1.00 
TX D 3 .0105 1 .oo
% X T X .D 3 .0450 1.64 
PoolP.<l Error 180 .0275 
Table IX Su.'lll'lary Table of Analysis of Variance of Hean Log Transforn.ed 
Running Latencies for Extinction Trial Blocks for Treatment 
Groups Differing in Rewarcl. Hngnitu1e aml Reward Technique. 
Source df ms F p 
Between .Q] .. 
Percent(%) 1 1.6506 17.16 < .01 
Technique (T) 1 .1152 1.20 
%xT 1 .0679 1.00 
Pooled Error 60 .0962 
Within 
'l'rinls (I') 3 .3481 8.45 
%xD .3 .0663 1.61 
<'.: .01 
TX D 3 .0155 1.00 
% X TX D 3 .0236 1.00 
Poo1en Error ,�o • O!, 12 
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Table X Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of Log Transfonned 
Combined Running Latencies for First Two Extinction Trials 
for Treatment Groups Differing in Re\./ard Hagnitur.e and 
Reward Technique 
.Source <lf F ·  p 
Between £2 
Percent(%) 1 1.3085 8.31 ( .01 
Technique (T) 1 .1853 1.18 
%xT 1 .1826 1.16 
Pooled Error 60 .1575 
Within £1:,, 
Trials (D) 1 .2992 2.83 
%xD 1 .0046 1.00 
TX D 1 .1232 1.17 
'/,xT xD 1 .0153 1.00 
Poole<l-Error . 60 • 1056
Table XI Summary Tnhle of Analysis of Variance of Log Transformen 
Start Latencies for First Two Extinction Trials for Treat-
ment Groups Differing in Re...,ard Nagni.tude ancl Reward Technique. 
Source cf ms F p 
Bet.weAn fil. 
Percent(%) 1 .0078 1.00 
Technique (T) 1 .2242 2.62 
% x T 1 .0352 1.00 
Pooicd Error 60 .0855 
Within 
Trinls (D) 1 .0161 1.00 
%xD 1 .0152 1.00 
T x D 1 .0066 1.00 
% X TX D 1 .024/i 1.00 
· Pooler. Error 60 , OL,78 
Table XII. Surnmnry Table of Analysis of Variance of Log Transfonne� 
Runnine Latencies for First Two Extinction Trials for 'Ircat­
nent Groups Differing in Ro•,mrd 1'1ae;nitde and Re·..,ar:'l Technique. 
SourcP. i1f ms F p 
Between 
Percent(%) 1 .91�05 12.0.1 
Technique (T) 1 .061.3 1.00 
( .01 
%xT 1 .08/l-2 1.08 
Pooled Error 60 .0783 
Wi..t'f]in M 
Trio.ls (D) 1 .2901. 3. 76 
%xD 1 .0863 1.12 
T X D 1 .3204 '�· 1-4 t.. .os
%xT xD 1 .0278 1.00 
Pooler. Er�o'!'" 60 ,0771 
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Table XIII Sum.11s.ry Table of Analysis of Variance of Log Trnhsformed 
Combined Running Latencies for Extinction Blocks for Group 
PT ana 0% Control Group. 
Source nf ms F p 
Between .11 
Groups (G) 1 .9848 4.90 < .05 
Pooled Error 30 .2009 
Within 29. 
Trials (T) 3 .0321 1.00 
GxT J .4419 7.JO �.01 
Poolea Error 90 ,0605 
Table XIV Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of Loe Transformed 
Start Latencies for Extinction Trial Blocks for Group FT 
and 0% Control. Group •. 
Source ar ms F p 
Between .11. 
Groups (G) 1 .6726 4.07 
Pooled Error JO • 1654
,Wjthin 92 
Trials (T) J .101.1 1 .43 
GxT 3 .2949 4.05 
PoolPd Error qo ,0728 
( .01 
Table l'V Su.inm.ary Table of Analysis of Variance of Log Transfonnecl 
Running Latencies for Extinction Trial Blocks for Group PT 
and 0% Control Group. 
Source or m� F p 
Between .11 
Groups (G) 1 .3564 1.1�0 
Pooled Error 30 .251.7 
Within 
Trinls (T) 3 .0lt33 1 .oo
G x T J .5460 8.24 
Pooler! Error 90 .0663 
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APPENDIX B 
Transformed Start Latencies, Running Latencies and Combined 
Running Latencies for Individual Acquisition Trials 
-1... 
Groun CF 
1 .1038 
2 .2041 
3 .1614 
4 .3820 
5 .• 1335
6 .4742
7 .2068
8 .5977
9 .1139
10 .2380
11 .3118
12 .1303
13 .2330
14 .1818
15 .1367
16 .2014
Grouo CT 
1 .1430 
2 .3321+ 
3 .7372 
4 .1335 
5 .1732 
6 .1875 
7 �2201 
8 .2014 
9- .1139 
10 .1399 
11 .1461 
12 .1238 
13 .2279 
14 .1790 
15 .6590 
16 .2430 
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Start Latency 
Group CF and CT 
Trials 
.. 2 _i_ 
.0607 .1139 
.1173 .1303 
.7957 .1206 
.1492 .1072 
.1847 .4728 
.4183 .2355 
.2988- .1523 
.31+64 .3838 
.1106 .0899 
.1072 .7101 
.3522 •. 1 /,92 
.1790 • li-871
.3636 1 .1004 
.3655 .37!+8 
.0934 .0682 
.0969 .0899 
.0719 .1072 
.3!+83 .0755 
.521_1 .6191 
.1303 .1875-
.5132 .1492 
.8254 .8055 
.1703 .1106 
.1553 .3341+ 
.0969 .1271 
.0828 .1931 
.1523 .1584 
.093!+ .1790 
.5670 .2355 
.1206 .1430 
• 1581+ .100!+ 
.1139 .1303 
-4_ _i__ 
.0828 .1523 
.1303 .5763 
.1367 .3820 
.1139 .1206 
.1430 .4786 
• 16I+� .1106 
.1492 .1614 
.1790 .1492 
.1206 .1004 
.0969 .0899 
.2175 .0969 
.1038 .1703 
.2405 .5428 
.1238 .2355 
.061+5 .1004 
.0864 .1001+ 
.0934 .1'+92 
.0719 .1206 
.250/i- .1523 
.1584 .1139 
.1367 .1335 
.1614 .1523 
.1106 .10)8 
.1106 .167J 
• 100!+ .0931+ 
.2765 .1J67 
.1238 .1004 
.0934 .0899 
.3874 .5052 
.1303 .1173 
.0682 � 1732 
.0934 .4298 
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Start Latency 
Group PF and PT 
Trials 
_1_ 2 _l_ -1±_.
Grou:r2 PF 
1 .6021 .28.33 .2014 .4116 .4298 
2 .1461 .1072 .0864 .0969 .0756 
.3 .1367 .21.06 .1271 .0899 .0756 
4 .1553 .1790 .8870 .5694 • 117.3
5 · .1.065 .1818 .1271 .8420 .11,92 
6 .2014 • .3032 .2227 · .1986 .1206 
7 .2765 .2095. .1584 .5185 .1106 
8 .1875 .1206 .1173 .1335 • 11+92
9 • .3856 • .3729 .1818 .5453 .1072 
10 .1553 .1238 .061+5 • .3636 .1367 
11 .1790 .1703 .3365 .1523 • .3874
12 .6.385 .1271 .1139 .2068 • 7110
1.3 .2.355 .1553 • 11.39 .1271 .1875 
14 .100/+ .1790 .2148 .9020 .8136 
15 .5729 • .3139 .2601 .785.3 .1303 
16 .1004 .4955 .31+04 .1335 .7917 
Group PT 
1 .1732 .7701 .1173 .6693 .1072 
2 .1.166 .155.3 .8306 1.1572 .1614 
.3 .1732 .7412 .1614 • .3598 .8774 
4 .2553 .1461 .0864 • 7551 · .1703
5 .1106 .1673 • 11.39 .0969 · .1139
6 .1523 .1790 .6085 .4914 .1.829
.·7 .6776 .2988 .3560 .3404 .2765
8 1 .0630 .4786 .1614 • .3464 .1271
9 .• 1614 .1461 .1553 .1522 .1303
10 .1673 .2380 .2553 .3979 .11+92
11 .1430 .1584 • 11.61 .l.857 • .3502
12 .1523 .155.3 .1271 • 1.335 .1206
1.3 .170.3 .5114 .11.39 • 117.3 .1038 
14 .3820 .1875 .1492 .1492 .9690 
15 .1139 .1732 .1584 ,2833 .1271 
16 .5315 .6542 .2810 .1987 .1399 
_j_ 
Grouo N 
1 .1581+ 
2 -4928
3 .1903
I+ .2041
5 .5079 
6 .1206 
7 .3962 
8 .0828 
9 .1611+ 
10 · .3032
11 .1271
12 .1335
13 .1367
14 .1584
15 • 1139
16 .1732
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Start Latency 
Group N 
Trials 
2.. ...]_ 
.2718 .6212 
.1;249 .1430 
.0682 .6212 
.6415· .18/+7 
.6464 .1703 
.2765 .6375 
.41+25 .7846 
.1206 1.313/; 
.5198 1.1749 
.3222 .6325 
.8312 .2253 
.2923 .1271 
.1703 .2988 
.2900 .5752 
• 1399 .2406 
.0828 .591+4 
-1±_ --2-
.1790 .6444 
.1584 .1173 
.0792 .1206 
.4234 .1553 
.1367 .8075 
.4031 .6405 
1.2862 .5132 
.1430 .1703 
.11+30 1.0674 
.3560 • 7661+
.8209 .0861+
.2253 .7380
• 211.8 .161.1+ 
.9390 .2406 
.1139 .1399 
.9201 .1303 
_·1_ 
Groun CF 
1 .3284 
2 .1,,969 
3 .3075 
4 .2577 
5 .2900 
6 .2330 
7 .1+265 
8 .5340 
9 .2253 
10 .3598 
11 .3139 
12 ·.8633
13 -4983
14 .2175
15 �2/430
16 _.2253
Groun CT 
1 .3541 
2 .1.564 
3 .7938 
4 .6365 
5 .3522 
6 .2648 
7 .3856 
8 .4440 
9 .2095 
10 .2122 
11 .2945 
12 �3118 
13 .211.s 
14 .5119 
15 .2742 
16 .3284 
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Running Latency 
Group CF and CT 
Trials 
..L _L 
.4048 .2279 
.3385 .667/t
.3010 .2504 
.2406 .9370 
.2765 .6866 
.7024 · .1614
1.0874. .2068
.8633 ,2095
.181+7 .2810
.2330 .7275
.1959 .1903
.6812 .2148
• 3 1t21+ .8062
.2253 .2095
.2014 .1931
.8915 .1903
.2945 .2833 
.3243 .2330 
.5378 .9164 
.5809 .2718 
.2253 .1903 
.2788 .2041 
.7612 .2014 
.2856 .20/,, 1 
.1875 .2988 
.2577 .2253 
• 7551 .201.1 
.2041 .2175 
.4166 1.0892 
.3075 .2878 
.2279 · .2201
.2253 .1987
_!L. _2_ 
.2068 .8627 
.7152 .3202 
.2068 .2528 
.1818 .1818 
.8021 .3222 
.1903 .1523 
.2301+ .1492 
.2227 .1875 
.9180 .211+8 
.2253 .1931 
• 20/t 1 .1903 
.1875 .1173 
.8189 .4983 
.8820 .1847 
.1818 .1761 
.1461 .1703 
.3118 .2406 
.2301. .1903 
.2624 .2330 
.2553 • 21+30
.1673 .1703 
.2068 • 201 !,,
.1703 .1761
.1430 .1206
.3075 .2355 
.2068 .4216 
.1761 .1875 
.2068 .2095 
.3385 .4487 
.2624 .2742 
.2122 .1J03 
.8182 .1931 
_1_ 
Grou12 PF 
1 .5328 
2 .2923 
3 .3674 
4 .3502 
5 .2480 
6 .3617 
7 .J655 
8 .4621,..
9 .2201. 
10 .2923 
11 _.1732 
12 .3927. 
13 1.0318 
14 .4048 
15 �3483 
16 .�9740 
Groun PT 
1 .3909 
2 .3820 
3 .2355 
4 .2330 
5 .2253 
6 .6776 
7 .5988 
8 .7372 
9 .2672 
10 .3365 
11 .2672 
12 .3118 
13 .9047 
14 .3892 
15 .2455 
16 .2175 
-47-
Running Latency 
Group PF nnd PT 
Trials 
2-. --1_ 
.3766 .371+8 
1.0191 .2945 
.21+_06 .2672 
.2553 .3464 
.3032 .6911 
.2577 .1430 
• 5551 ,4378 
.81+ 14 .2833 
.2765 .21/+8 
.5065 • 21+30
.J096 .3997 
.2923 .2380 
.5198 .4346 
1.1538 • 3301+
.332I+ .3181 
.8669 .3820 
.3838 .2945 
.3944 .3054 
• 262{+ .2788 
.9430 .2672 
.1173 .20!+ 1 
.316o .1+548 
.3441► .3541 
.5132 .3692 
.5623 .2122 
.3424 .• 3032
.4!+09 .2900
1.0546 .6990
.3444 .2742 
.3202 .8228 
.7474 .3522 
.663_7 • l.518
-4... 
.3579 .3892 
.2648 .2528 
.2201 .1703 
.2900 .2504 
.1959 .2095 
.1818 .1673 
.1875 .1790 
.1847 .1584 
.2330 .1818 
.2553 .2406 
• 2501+ .3324 
.2480 .3617 
.4065 .8319 
.3909 .4502 
.2945 .2430 
1.1735 .2810 
• 81+51 .2945 
.3202 .201/+ 
.3010 .1+91+2 
.1399 .1931 
.2601 .2068 
1.0931+ .2577 
.8785 .5977 
.9269 .9269 
.2068 .8579 
.8202 .2900 
.2874 .2718 
.2480 .2330 
.81,..14 • 4651+
.8089 .3579
.5224 .2878
.6_609 .2601
_1_ 
Grouu N 
1 .2648 
2 • 3118
J .2148
4 .2621+
5 .2765 
6 .1959 
7 .4548 
8 .2301. 
9 .6o96 -· 10 • 5011
11 .2095
12 .2765
13 .2577 
14 .3598 
15 .2553 
16 .7093 
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Running Latency 
Group N 
Trials 
_g_ --2... 
.2577 1.01+10 
1.2122 .7520 
1.0187 .9704 
.9661 .4166 
.1673 .2810 
.J444 1.1959 
1 .027!+ .7738 
.3444 .1903 
• 1+01 I+ .1987 
· 1 .1206 .8876 
1.0179 .4886 
1.071+1 .5502 
.5752 .3222 
.8971 .9491+ 
• 862� .6274 
.91+20 .3054 
..J±_ 
.9/.20 .9703 
-45/+8 1.0737 
.324J • 2l+JO
1.0885 .9026 
.1761 1 .01.02 
.1614 .9036 
1.2991 .,. 166 
1.0817 1.1.777 
.8976 .2330 
.8876 1.2090 
.9096 .9671 
.9754· 1.2315 
.8549 .1.362 
1.2108 1.2095 
1.1535 .8215 
.3032 1.26o1 
Grou2 CF 
_1_ 
1 .3802 
2 .5729 
3 .3944 
4 .5079 
5 .3636 
6 .5670 
• 5159
8 .8048 
9 .2967 
10 .4800 
11 .4928 
12 .8837 
13 .5866 
14 .J365 
15 .3263 
16 .3560 
Grou12 CT 
1 .4232 
2 .6031 
3 1.0286 
4 .6712 
5 .4378 
6 .3766 
7 .1.900 
8 .5276 
9. .2833 
10 .J032 
11 .3748 
12 .3766 
1.3 .3674 
14 .5752 
15 .7356 
16 ;4591. 
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Combined Running Latency 
· Group CF and CT
Trials 
_g_ --2.. 
.4296 .2988 
.3962 .6990 
.83/+4 .3222 
.3324 .9508 
.3838 .8341+ 
.8235 .3365 
1.1212 .3075 
.9JOI+ .1+829 
.2601 .33011 
.2988 .9761+ 
.4502 .2923 
• 7251 .5694 
.5453 1.2553 
.11771 ./,757 
.2624 .2380 
.9053 .2504 
.3324 .3421+ 
.5238 .2737 
.7612 1.0573 
.6191 .J820 
.5955 .2923 
.8751 .841,.5 
.7959 .27/+2 
.3729 .4/;09 
.2528 .3655 
.3054 .3202 
.7860 .J096 
.• 2648 .331+1+ 
.6335 1.1139 
.3711 .3674 
.3284 .2833 
.2967 .2856 
� .-2.... 
.2601 .8870" 
.7435 .6857 
.2967 .5042 
.2601 .2648 
.8280 .6138 
.3032 .2330 
.3243 .2695 
.3579 .2900 
.931+5 .2788 
.2856 .2523 
.3522 .2553 
.2577 .2528 
.8651 .7513 
.9004 .J522 
.2253 .2455 
.2095 .2405 
.3598 • 332/+
• 271+2 .2742
.4166 • 3281+
.J502 .3118 
• 261+8 .2648 
.3139 .3032 
.2480 .2480 
.2253 .2528 
.3598 .2900 
.3979 .4786 
.2624 .2553 
.2672 .2672 
.5587 .6993 
.3385 .Jl.011 
.2553 • 26!,8
.8333 • 5119
7 
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Combined Running Latency 
Group PF and PT 
Trials 
_1_· _g_ ...l._ -1±_ _j_ 
Grou12 PF 
1 .8069 ·• 5185 .l.713 .5866 .6170 
.3729 1.0306 .3404 .3202 .2967 
.4314 .3944 .31+04 .2765 .2227 
4 .4265 • 3617 .9508 .6681 • .3202 
5 .5211 .4031 .7202 .8762 .3075 
6 .4609 .4502 .3139 .3222· .2553 
.5065 .6243 • 5021+ .5843 .2553 
8 .5366 .8609 .3483 .2765 .1931 
9 .4900 .5119 .J31+4 .6253 .2553 
10 .3781+ .. • 51+90 .2810 .4928 .3243 
11 .462I+ .1+014 .5659 .J!.21+ .5551 
12 ·• 761+9 .3617 .3075 .3766 .8089 
13 1.0599 .5729 .I.BOO .4609 .8651 
14 .4,'.72 1. 1691 -4!+40 .9750 .9206 
15 .6964 .5065 .l,,674 .8491. .3222 
.,. 16 .9859 
.
· .9773 .5563 1.1838 .8513 
GrouQ PT 
1 .1+698 .8639 ,3579 1.0282 .3522 
2 .6042 .4639 .8915 1.1599 .3096 
·3 .3441+ .8021 .3711 .5172 .9850 
4 .4166 ,9624 .3160 .7823 .3096 
5 .2945 .2501,, .2788 .3160 .2810 
6 .7143 .4116 .7716 1 • 161 I+ .5855 
7 .8882 .5052 .5477 ,9420 .6857 
8 1.2047 .7218 .4456 :9851+ .9440 
9 .3617 .6075 .3139 .3075 .8785 
10 .4216 .4669 -4487 .9090 .3711 
11 .3502 .5052 .• 3711 .6532 .4928 
12 .3927 1.0708 .7275 .3284 .3075 
13 .9299 .6785 .3385 .8603 .5038 
14 .5866 .4200 .8488 .8357 1.021,,9 
15 .3139 .7B39 ,4298 .628/� ,35?9 
16 .6075 .9096 .5729 .7127 .3424 
2 
3 
7 
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Combined hunnine Lntcncy 
GrOU? ?1 
Trlnln 
1 2-
Group r: 
_)_ -1,_ -2-
1 .357-J .l,231 ,.151.'. .96!.6 , .c,1.1., 
.6191 1.?.51.3 .7?.1C • 51 '/?. 1.C:�9
• 31.0!♦ 1.0�57 1.C9?6 .J6J6 .J1W 
.3356 1. 131.5 .t,96') ,.,1.JJ .925.) 
5 .6133 .6?'.)?. • J??I, .nm , .n,.6 
.2765 .491.'. 1.2?97 • -'·? '.2 1.c�b1
7 .6J75 , .09'.1 1 .o '.�6 , • :,g?.5 .M7� 
.2810 • 1.0 J1 1. P-',9 1 .CS/55 ,.�q,,.6 
9 :6551 .631,0 1.19,.,. .9185 1 .C9J1 
10 .6?.12 ,.15q,. 1 .fi/, 1P .95)� , .)?.:?(, 
11 .29?.J 1. ?.':95 .575?. 1. 1:�C· .9'/TJ 
12 .3522 , • rn·n .5y::0 ,.r.056 1. J.P6
13 • 3335 .62:1.1, •. � cy:, :i .c-1✓.1 .�'.::?.' •
1/+ • /♦362 o ,r.,. , ......... , • j('//. 1. 25)!1 1 • ✓ -?�S) 
15 .J?.22 .8�.',?. .09·1:». 1. H:✓.6 .�,.�,7 
16 •• ,.� 9-'J .95?.J • lf).�6 . 9lJ9 , .?.(-�) 
2 
J 
4 
6 
8 
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APPENDIX G 
Transformed Start Latencies, Running Latencies and Combined 
Running Latencies for Blocks of Two Extinction Trials 
.2::.1.. 
·crcu2 CF
1 .1038 
2 .3139. 
3 .1139 
4 .1139 
5 -· 5911
.J711
7 .1931
8 .1523
9 .5587 
10 .1038 
11 .6721 
12 .1367 
13 .9101 
11. .·4048 
15 .7042 
.. 16 , 1072 
Grou12 CT 
1 .5289 
2 .1492. 
J .181_8 
4 .2279 
5 - .1238
6 .1581+
? .1072
8 .1072
9 _ .1303
10 .4249
11 .4742
12 .0719
13 1 .01.33
14 .1271 
15 .1139 
16 .44>37 
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Start Latency 
Group CF and CT 
Blocks of Trials 
.k:.i... 6-7
.0792 .0864 
.6064 .1987 
.• 1038 .093I+ 
.1399 , 1903 
.16M. .22.79 
.1399 .2923 
, 1367 .1584 
.3766 .4533 
.1847 .1461 
.1206 .5611 
.1644 .2279 
1.0112 .1553 
.2455 1.066? 
.1584 ,5250 
.1271 .5752 
.2718 1.0508 
.1522 .1461 
.2201 .5911 
1.,1052 .8195 
.4249 .8831 
.9101 ,3054 
.6571 .4829 
.1J0J .1335 
.441+0 .2577 
.4183 .086/-+ 
.4914 .5539 
,2833 ,6767 
.0861+ .1206 
.8062 .7566 
.1903 .1335 
.6955 .431 I+ 
_.1584 .6395 
� 
• 100.4.
.1a46
.5263
.1903
�6981, 
.6355 
, 1399 
.3692. 
.1790 
.1271 
1.0137 
.0�69 
• 5132
,2648
.4082
.3160
.7966 
.100!+ 
.2695 
.2648 
.811+2 
.1703 
.4048 
,4871 
.1461 
.6232 
.4857 
.1703 
.4314 
.6866 
,2406 
.5403 
6 
2::.1_ 
· Grou2 PF
1 .l.133 
2 .0899 
3 .1106 
4 .1703 
5 .2624 
6 .3655 
7 .2553 
8 .0934 
9 .5366 
10 .1523 
11 .1523 
12 .1139 
13 .5623 
14 .5315 
- 15 .1335 
.,. 16 .7559 
Grou2 PT 
1 .5635 
2 .5563 
3 .4346 
4 .1367 
5 .0969 
6 .1399 
7 .5263 
8 · .8727 ·
9 .1584
10 .1335
11 .5478
12 .1875
13 .• 1.04.8
14 • 701,,2
15 .2695
16 .4065
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Start Latency 
Group PF and PT 
Blocks of Trials 
..k::2_ 6-7
.6599 .7226 
.1106 .0969 
.• 4771 .1271 
.2068 .2148 
· .4014 .1875 
• 701+2 .6712 
• /1,857 .4048 
.2068 .1461 
.7160 .3344 
.2923 .2355 
.5775 .1703 
.1335 .2380 
.3579 .3522 
.3909 .8000 
.3979 .5119 
.7853 .6721 
.5888 1.3762 
.6314 .2788 
.5843 .5611 
.0792 .0934 
.2742 .1303 
.3997 .5658 
.3010 .4928 
.2095 .6335 
.7210 .5798 
.1673 .2041 
.2304 .5428 
.1492 .1818 
.5955 • 51.65
.6998 .5933
.2648 .1.594
.6571 .7143
8-2
.6375 
.1004 
.1303 
.1303 
.1335 
.6532 
.5276 
.6284 
.1399 
.61.74 
.1042 
.3424 
.1584 
· .1139
.1461
.4757
.3856 
• 5/�90
.21.55 
.1461 
.3909 
.6085 
.7364 
.9943 
.9117 
.2095 
.3202 
.6454 
.5670 
.2856 
.1271 
.1818 
-2::]_ 
Groun N 
1 1.4958 
2 .3284 
3 .7007 
4 • 3944
5 1.4512 
6 1.391+6 
7 .8293 
8 .7708 
9 1.0060 
10 1.0531 
11 .1206 
12 .2253 
13 .5705 
14 .8102 
15 • 781,6
16 .8414
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Start Latency 
Group N 
Blocks of 'l'rinls 
.k:5_ ..Jd_ 
• 71+35 1.0955 
.2068 • 1271
.1335 .2095
.6580 .1581•
.1553 .l,94'?. 
1.0878 1.1183 
.2508 .3118 
1.0145 .8537 
.1231 • 1553
.7810 .1e68
.2148 .61.11.
.61.31. .2095
·.41, .4216 
.551/, 
.0756 
.1106 
.5855 
.1001 •
.1.684 
.4698 
.5263 
.3341, 
.7'?.75 
• 531.0
• 7321•
.7226
1.306?. 
.3032 
1.0777 
.3941, 
.3962 
• 1461
..kl_ 
.GrouQ CF 
1 .8921 
2 .5539 
3 .2122 
4 .1818 
5 .JL.64 
6 .6191 
7 .9//:IJ 
8 .2304 
9 .6222 
10 .1987 
11 .7574 
12 .7513 
13 .9063 
.14 · 1.0697
-15 .2695
-· 16 .1581+ 
Groun CT
1 .5403 
2 .2148 
3 .2355 
4 1.0715 
5 .6990 
6 .9/+74 
7 .1959 
8 1.3568 
9 .2504 
10 .7986 
11 .7938 
12 .• 7649
13 .8312 
14 1.0398 
15 .9253 
16 · .2304
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Running Latency 
Group CF and CT 
Blocks of Trials 
--4::2_ 6-7
.8543 .3655 
1.0137 .3054 
.9704 .2695 
·• 1553 .7825 
.• )483 1.0107 
. 1.1538 .7306 
1.0�08 .5611 
1.1801 1.1658 
.8102 .2923 
.?846 .9385 
.5977 1.2058 
.5514 1.1861+ 
1.1018 • 7251
1.0035 .8854
.8332 .7796
.8169 .7210
.3560 .5146 
.5599 .9206 
1.0158 .7364 
1.2744 .7427 
1.3522 .9248 
.7882 1.3446 
.211�8 .4624 
1.1778 .6684 
.7007 1.3176 
.8820 .6454 
.9294 .8585 
.6972 1.0508 
.8235 .9731 
1.0141 1.0633 
1.0899 .21.55 
.8235 1.0756 
8-2
.8274 
.39/+4 
1.0107 
.225.3 
1.2553 
.5024 
.9385 
.7882 
.4281 
• 51.90
.9128
.2201
1.1581+ 
.4829 
.5250 
1.0457 
.3856 
• 5211
.283.3
.9508
1.1255 
.8675 
.4997 
1.2406 
.9430 
.896o 
• 8/�14
.6212
.01.14 
1.0689 
.2301+ 
1.0017 
---
..kl_ 
Grou:Q PF
1 .3560 
2 .2900 
3 .2095 
I+ .9340 
5 .1903 
6 .1761 
7 .1761 
8 .1644 
9 .8035 
10 .2253 
11 .2279 
12 .3010 
13 .8965 
14 .261.s 
- 15 .2504 
.,. 16 .5024 
GrouQ PT 
1 .6989 
2 .2552 
3 .2810 
4 .• 1JJ5
5 .2967 
6 .6609 
7 .1.997 
8 .1.68I+ 
9 .7853 
10 .6637 
11 .1.997 
12 .3032 
13 .8865 
11+ .4232 
15 • 8261
16 .2621.
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Running Latency 
Group PF and PT 
Blocks of Trfoln 
...!cl.. 6-7 
.7185 .l.857 
.1.502 • 76JI+
.5185 .3051.
i.0237 .8075
.1967 .1987 
.81.1.5 .7210 
.5263 .4393 
.1818 .1875 
.8075 .,.116 
.1.1/.0 .8?.61 
.71.19 .8513 
.9133 .7093 
.8S87 .J579 
1.0203 .2738 
.8182 .5729 
.l.?86 .7248 
1.0278 .7896 
.8751 .5238 
.91.89 1.0282 
:1161 • 153/♦
.1937 .1614 
.401 I+ • ,. 183
.5052 .61.05
• ?361+ .9562
.6675 .t3797 
.6314 .6:�3 
.71.51 .3802 
1.0206 .2577 
.8129 • 757.�
1.0274 • 6551
.6972 .6253
.6.'.93 •. �6C9
� 
.3729 
.5563 
.7793 
.8739 
.6767 
• 51.90
• 51+ 16
.3263
.6532 
.9071. 
.3802 
.5793 
.292) 
.7952 
• 731.0
.5263
.39!+1+ 
.6170 
1.0573 
• 8751
.6!.9J 
• 1.681.
.8633
1.201.1 
1.05% 
.5587 
1 • 1611 
.8J19 
.9a1.1 
.64V •
.250.1 • 
.5106 
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Running Lstency 
Group N 
Blocks of Trinls 
..1=.l.. .k:.i_ -9:::L 8-9 GroUQ N 
. 1 .3139 .2330 .3802 .2355 2 1.0633 .4829 .8681 .1.669 .3 .2695 .211.8 1�2276 .3010 4 1.2154 .3385 .6628 .8274 
5 1.0461 • 5539 1.1361 .2011. 6 .8567 .1875 .3344 .351+1 7 1.6532 1. 5150 1.2425 1.2683 8 1.1392 .8998 .5551 .3655 
9 .8215 1.1281 .s,.51 .7160 10 1.1255 .2695 .9983 .2577 
11 1.2543 1.0726 1.41.08 1.3387 12 .2601 .31.01. .8842 .1959 
13 .8021 .7723 .9513 .9690 
14 .8300 .9138 1.3885 1.1186 
15 .2201 .5623 .1790 .4786 
16 1.11.80 .6253 1.0406 .4409 
- - -
· Grou12 CF
1
2
3
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
-15
"' 16 
Grou2 CT 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
2=1._ 
.9069 
.6665 
.2833 
.2601 
.7093 
.7412 
.9731 
.3253 
.8332 
.2672 
.971+0 
.7796 
1.1818 
1.1232 
.7723 
.2355 
.7679 
.3118 
.3502 
1.0962 
.9170 
.9685 
.2672 
1.3621 
• 3281+
.9009
.911+3
.7372
1.2263 
1.0535 
.91.10 
. • 541.1 
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Combined Running Latency 
Group CF nnd CT 
Blocks of Trials 
-1t=.2_ 6-7 � 
.8669 .1.048 • 81.39
1.1335 .4150 .6232
.9832 .3202 1.1007 
.2577 • 8202 .31+6I •
. 1.311. 1.0394 1.3423 
1.1650 .8021 .8129 
1.061.5 .6107 .9571 
1.2180 1.2175 .8733 
.8439 .3748 .502/4 
.8062 1.0538 .5877 
.6454 1 .2238 1.2430 
1.1079 1 .1937 .2788 
1. 1271 1 .2030 1.2217 
1.0216 1.001) .5877 
.8537 .9435 .6920 
.8710 1.1901 1.0856 
.l.298 .5658 .8870 
.6335 1.0508 .5527 
1.31.44 1 .Ol.38 .1.v.o 
1.3211 1.085.3 .9899 
. 1.4717 .9740 1. 2981.
.9859 1. 3831 .8949
.2988 • 5119 .6721
.2261 .7388 1.2891 
.8215 1.3222 .9621 •
.9877 .8!+51 1 .04.�5 
.9740 1.01.06 .9547 
.716o 1.0633 .6674 
1.0811. 1.1493 1.1C35 
1.0366 1.0766 1.1926 
1.2111 .5391 .J374 
.8506 1.18.36 1.0973 
'I 
6 
� 
Grouo PF 
1 .5911 
2 .J.335 
3 .28JJ 
4 .9571 
5 .3766 
• 1.519
? .J61?
8 .2301. 
9 .91.t.5 
10 • J?.22
11 .3263 
12 .J617 
1J 1.0221. 
14 .6271. 
15 • JJO.�
., 16 .8965
Groun PT 
1 .881.2 
2 .JJI.� 
3 .5611 
4 • 2.355
5 • 3461.
6 .6955 
7 .71.19 
8 .9731 
9 .8156 
10 .6955 
11 • 7551
12 .4065
1.3 • 9610
14 .8267
15 .8785 
16 • 52i9
Grour, PF nd PT 
Blockz or Trinls 
_k:.L 
.9/.l.5 
.1.9n 
• 721.J
1.06% 
.4850 
1 .01.33 
• 731.8
.J,301.
1 .0652 
• 5729
.9191
• 93?.5
,91.99 
1 .0777 
.9'J7I •
.9G?O 
1.1J�6 
1.CJ,✓.6
, .9(f) J
• 2301 •
,39:9 
.W5J 
.6232 
.nn 
.9610 
.6'/76 
.79(h 
1.c952
.975<)
1. 1(�,
• '/6.�9
.'P26 
6-7
.8657 
.7813 
.Y/29 
.St.8� 
.J26J 
.91,6 1 • 
.6JJ5 
.2�17B 
• 5729
.8701•
.8739 
• 766.1 • 
• 51.90
.8535 
.7?B2 
.9571 
1.J.(,15 
.6✓.6J 
1.12Jtl 
.2253 
.25'/7 
.721.) 
.s, 16 
1.C91J
1 .016'-
.'/}:3 
.le9J 
.)612 
.9i6' •
.3716 
.7�5J 
, .c��, .
.7559 
.se66 
.e.c,., 
.26o1 
• 7f:9J
.a,;16 
• 7601.
.73-�
.(>'!9.' • 
, .c611 • 
, .0;?57 
.(JJ?O 
.Jt:�2 
.a,56 
• ·16.�'-
• '/').'/5
.59JJ 
.e2I,? 
1.07�1,
.?,976 
.77.?,'J 
,77-;,,,2 
1.G7CI.
1.)9��
1.�676
.6 i .. ,t:;
1. 192(•
1.(f.:t>
1 .f9='6 
• '/')..'/$
• 32:,.�
.57�2
6 
!}roup N 
-2=1. 
1 1.3688 
2 1.1038 
3 • 769/�
4 1.2528 
5 1.0682 
6 1.5372 
7 1.6628 
8 1.2909 
9· 1.1976 
10 1.3738 
11 1.2620 
· 12 .3979 
13 .9571 
14 1.0871 
15 .8300 
16 1.3010 
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Combined Runnine Latency 
Group N 
- Blocks of Trials
:.Jcl... _l,,::J._ 
.7966 1.1418 
.5623 .8870 
,3032 1.2,�33 
.7589 • 702/,_
1.1113 1.2971 
.2967 • 631 /,_
1.6528 1.1.716 
.%05 ,6665 
1�1386 .8704 
.8388 1.1784 
1.0955 1.4905 
.6532 .9180 
.8859 1.0:uf.5 
1.1113 1.4317 
.7396 .2J04 
.8785 1.0515 
�=9_ 
.6599 
.5024 
.6928 
.9385 
.6031 
.66/i6 
1.2945 
.82J5 
• 98/f.1
• 78/f.6
1.6133 
.4116 
1.3071 
1.1652 
.6522 
.1.997 
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